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The w©rk reported herein is aimed at the development ©f a numerical 
method to obtain the temperature distribution near a weld as a function 
©f time o
A numerical method involving the use ©f finit®=differemee methods 
has been derived for a simplified model ©f the heat<=>transfer near a weld 
where an analytical solution can be determined® The method has been 
programmed in FORTRAN 160<=A language for the Colorado School ©f Mines 
CDC 8090 computer®
The agreement between numerical and analytical results has been 
improved by means of a mathematical analysis of the errors involved in the 
use. of flnite«difference approximations and a study of the roundoff errors 
yielded by the digital computer arithmetic®
The study of the numerical results obtained in the weld metal during 
the first 3800 steps of computation (at t * 2 x 10“-* hr®) shows that the 
error is either very small (less than 1$) or in the process of decreasing 
t© a small value because of the rapid convergence of the method®
Possible extensions of the method to the region outside the weld 
metal, to further times and to solution of the problem in an actual weld 
have been investigated® Various possibilities of reducing the computer 
time required to obtain the complete solution have been considered® With 
the use of a faster computer it appears possible to decrease the time of 
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INTRODUCTION
Numerous investlgations have been undertaken to determine the 
possible causes ©f brittle fracture in welded plates® Among them8 work 
by Rosenstein (196^)9 Kihara and Masabushi (1958)# and Wells (1957) have 
emphasized the possible critical influence caused by the residual 
stresses arising from the thermal expansion and contraction of the metal 
near the weld during the welding process® Recently Balakrishnan (1965) 
presented residual stress data determined by two methods § an experi« 
mental determination of the strains by a dissection method9 and an ana­
lytical approach based ©n a thermal analysis® In the latter approach it 
was felt necessary to determine the temperature distribution and its 
history more accurately than was done in Balakrishnan9s work®
The actual heat transfer problem raised by the welding process 
for one single pass involvess
1) a moving heat°source along the centerline of the weld§
2) a tridimensional transient heat-flow by conduction through 
the plates%
3) heat-iosses by convection9 and to a certain extent (for high
1
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temperatui6© near the weld) by radiation at the top and bottom 
surfaces and at the edges%
*0 he a t <=>gene rati on in the weld due to solid!fi cation *
Actually this problem has been attacked long ago by analytical methods| 
Rosenthal (19 1̂) obtained an analytical solution of the problem for the 
following assumptions 8
1) the heat-loss through the top and bottom surfaces was 
neglected|
2) the heating-up at a large9 but finite distance from the weld 
was assumed to be ser©|
3) the moving heat-soure© was reduced to a points
h ) the heat of solidification was neglected*
These assumptions (especially the first one) lekd to a very inaccurate 
determination near the weld eenter9 which is the critical son© from the 
viewpoint of the generation of residual stresses*
In this work the actual problem was approached in a first step 
with the following simplifications §
1) the moving heat-source was replaced by a fixed heat«soure@ 
along the weld (liquid metal was poured instantaneouslv 
between the two plates9 and then started to cool down);
2) the heat of fusion was neglected;
3) the plates were assumed infinitely wide (perpendicularly to 
the weld-centerline) and long for analytical purposes*
TWo different methods were used to solve the above problems
1) an analytical solution using the "Laplace* s Transform Method"
to solve the linear partial differential equation of the problem
2) a numerical solution involving the use of a "finite°difference 
method*" This method was programmed for the CDC 8090 computer 
of the Colorado School of Mines*
The accuracy of the numerical method was improved by means of a 
mathematical analysis of the errors and checked against the analytical 
solution* The purpose of this comparison was to set up a numerical 
method that could be used to solve the more general heat==transfer prob­
lem arising in the welding process9 where analytical solutions are not 
available *
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MATHEMATICAL EXPRESSION OF THE PHISXCAL PROBLEM
A® Problem
!• Statement and physical ..description of the problem
Liquid metal is poured■ instantaneously into a ©me-ineh 
gap between two plates of mild steel (infinitely long and wide9 
and ©me inch in thickness) (Figure i)g the wredmeedw temperature 
T (T « Ta «=• Tr9 where Ta is the actual temperature and Tr the 
actual r©om temperature) is initially 0®F for the plates9 and 
3000®F for the liquid metal (Figure 2)«
■With time9 then̂ , the liquid metal solidifies and cools 
down as the heat flows by conduction through the plates 9 the 
flow ©f thermal energy decreasing in magnitude with time because 
of the heat losses to the air« At different times a point in the 
plates sees the temperature reach a maximum and9 then decreases 
again as another point farther from the centerline sees the 
temperature reach another maximum smaller in magnitude* The 









Figure 20 Initial t@mp®ratiir© distribution®
X iBo
a) Hi® heat ©f solidification was neglected®
b) Hi© temperature was assumed uniform through the 
thickness (z - direction) 9 and parallel t© the weld- 
centerline (y - direction) | this assumption 3d elds a one- 
dimensional hpat-flow problem in the x - direction®
c) Hie heat-X©ss®s dm© t© convection were considered at 
the top and bottom surfaces ©f the plates 9 but neglected 
at the edges®
d) Hi® h@at-l©ss©s by radiation were neglected®
©) Hie physical properties were assumed isotropic9 
identical fcr the weld-metal, and the plate-metals, and 
independent of temperature and time®
Use was made ©f the symmetry properties of the assembly8
Hie plates were cut in the weld eenterplame 9 and only the part
ranging from x s 0 to 4@0 was considered (Figure 1)§ in the
©ther half the temperature distribution and its history is
symmetrical with respect to the weld ©ehterplane® From the
symmetry about the mid-thickness plan© only half the plate in
c)Tthickness was considered (at z « ®9 » 0)®
-dZ*
Then9 an element of plat© whose ©enter is located at x 
and whose dimensions are ©ne-ineh by Ax-inch by 0®5 inch 
(Figures 1 and 3) was considered®
7
It,
At is the interval ©f time t (hr,,)*
.Ax is the interval ©f distant© in the width°dir@©ticm (in0 ) 9 
A.is .the ..area..of the eh©sen element Grossed by the heat=> 
flow by e©ndm©ti©n. (A « 0»5 x 1 in« ) 9
A_. is., the surfa©® area where heat, loss by ©@nveeti@nD
2happens. (A@̂  1 xAx in0 )
^ is the MdeasityM of metal ((3 ** 0o283 3^)9
in p
0 is the wh@at ©apaeity** of the metal (C - 0«,X P p lfeo°F.
k is the ^thermal @@nd1a@tiv±ty,, of the metal
(k - 2025 x
h is the "smrfaee heat-transfer ©©efficient" or 
©©efficient" (h « ©O0899 — ^hr x in^ x
is the "temperature gradient®* at a given x and t
AT is the ©hang© in temperature at x + » during At5
t + At It
AT » (T)| a - (T)
* + ¥ X +
then9 a thermal energy balance was written ©n the chosen 
element o
Input of heat by conduction in the x-direetion at x during
t + =^i
At 8 «k A At 2
f 16$3 8






Figure 3® Osnfigiiratloia of the element used in the 
thermal energy balance <>
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Output of heat .fey ©®ndu©ti@B at x 4 Ax during At
 ̂t +.
* A At /'-Stdx ) 4 A:
Output ©f heat by eonveetion at the snrfaee during A t
h a8 At (t)
X 4 Ax









A Ax ( AT)
h As At t + <4^x 4 Ax
This was written after replacing A9 A by their valuess
dividing fey Ax At and taking the limit as At and A x  
approach s@r©§




Bo Boundary and Initial Conditions
Equation I is a linear partial differential equation of 
second order in x and first order in tim@§ three boundary e©nd±° 
tions were therefor© needed to solve it| on© on time t (initial 
condition) and two on position x (boundary oonditions)«,
lo Initial Condition
It was seen before to be a @tep~shap@ distribution (Figure 2)8 
at t « 0
T ■ 300©@F for © ̂  x < 0c5 in*
T « 0®F for x >  ©<>5 in©
Bemarkg Actually at i » 0©5 the initial temperature is
(Q)undefined | h@r©9 the average temperature, 150© F was used for
consistency with the analytical solution©
2© Boundary Conditions
a) From the previously discussed symmetry!
T s (at any time and for any x)©
This was expressed.in another way by writing that at x « 09 
and at any tim@§
where (X ® Jt== «
p- a -
This means9 in other words9 that the taa(g&Kb of any ©awe 
T(x9 t) ?s0 x at x s 0 is always h©ri^@ntal9 @r physically 
that there is i© h@at~fiw across the weld eenterplane0
b) When x is infinite the temperature at any time will stay 
eqmal to ser©§
Use was made of the fact that Equation I was linear and that 
the boundary and/or initial conditions were known to s@lve it by the 
Laplace°s Transfer® Meth©d0 This solution is gi¥@n in Appendix Ij 
it is ©f the f@m§
for any x and t
T(x9 t) 0 for any to
T (x9 t) * 15©@ e ~ erf + erf
Remarksg
1) erf (y) is the symbol used for the "error function*9 
©f the argument y§
12
2) The factor e“P^ is a correcting factor which arises fr@m 
the consideration ©f the h@at~l©ss@s by connection at the
surfaceso Its effect is t© decrease the temperature; it
gets m©r© important for larger times for a constant -ralme
Of ^  o
3) At x = @05 iB«> and t —  ■ > ' 0^
Lim T (0o5s> t) * (1500) x (1) x (1 + 0) « 15©0°F
This is the average value between 3000°F and 0°F®
The analytical solution was tabulated 9 as a reference to ©heck the 
numerical solution 9 using computer calculations on the GDC 8090 
computer of the Col©rad© School of Mines 9 the program in Fortran 
16G“A language is sh©wn in Appendix H«
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MJMEBXe&L SOLOHOH
The solution of the partial differential equation I can be rep­
resented on a plane grid where position.x is ©ne dimension and time t 
the other dimension*. Where the analytical solution yields the tempera­
tures at anv point ©f coordinates (x@9 t0) in the (x9 t) plane 9 a 
numerical solution will give a discrete set of points with the corres­
ponding - temperatures building the nodes ©f a rectangular grid® The 
numerieal problem can be.divided into tw© parts §
a) Tb find a numerical formula to get the temperature at a node 
as a function ©f temperatures and/@r temperature gradients at 
neighbor n@des§ boundary conditions (in t and x) will be 
necessary to build a "marching process" where the values of 
the temperatures at the nodes are filled by a "match" from 
the boundary conditions <,
b) To determine a combination ©f spacing® (Ax and At) between 
the nodes that will yield values of the temperatures as near 
as possible to the values of the analytical solution® 0r9 if 
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Figure Grid sh©mmg the niaraerieal process (case* of equal 
si^e Intervals A x  aad Aij
15
th© gr±d9 where is th© numerical value of the temperature
at a given (x9 t) and the ©orr©spending analytical value,
then the problem is t© have the points of coordinates (x9 t9
DT) as ©©planar with th© grid plane as demanded for the
purpose ©f the computation 0
Here 9 ..the first part ©f the problem was approached by way of a wfinit@~
difference m@th©d% and the second part by way ©f an error analysis
based ©n the criterion that the relative error E » had t© be kept
a
less than i f *
Ao
Formulation .of the second partial ...derivative ©f T with resnect to x,
On the grid mentioned above9 the temperature at a node is
j • ■written T^9 where th® subscript wiw means that the nod© Is.on the
■Ml  -i row parallel t© the t axis9 and the superscript 99 jw means
th ■ ’that the n©d@ is @n th® j row parallel to th© x axis® Figure k
< ' ' \ : -i
shows the type of grid us@d9 i » 0 at x §§ ©9 j s o at t § to® A 
similar notation is used fop th© derivatives 0 For example9 the 
left side ©f th© partial differential equation I written at the 
nod© (i, j) gives2
O x4
16
©i© second partial derivative was approximated by way of 
the forward finite difference approximations
-jj
-v2Tj " i j j  _ — 5_i 
o  i 0*1 » 1
s * T  A ‘
where A x  = xi + l “ 3Ci°
^ Ti + i B TfEach of ■ ~ ̂     and — was approximated by way of
3 i + 1 d i
th© backward finite difference approximations
*jsTj «pj
° i ■+ 1 ^  1 + 1
+ i
“  A X
*jUrftJ rnJ■§2^ # 1  ~ i _ xi - "1-1
Therefore 1 ^  £\x Ax _.
d x? “
d 2^ Ti + i + Tl = i - z4
(£*)2
Remarks The alternating mse of the forward and backward finite- 
difference approximations gives a central expression of the second 
derivative as a fraction of the temperatures at the same time*
$1053 1?
equally spaced by A:
each side of it*




2o FomulatiQn of the .first partial derivative of T with respect to
if
Using the same principles9 and a forward finite«=differenee 
approximation 8
rsJ
m3 + 1 4
d t .J
t.
Using the results ©f the two previous paragraphs,
,3 + 1
A t CX




Solving for T? + ̂  yields
t| + 1 =, °<At ’i + i + ’i + i  " ZTl + lJ - B ^ A t
t
(X At is often set equal to a (aodultis) 
(̂ jc)2
This formula makes it possible to obtain the temperature at 
(t. + At* x„) as a function of the temperatures at the previousJ X
timej, and at three equidistant points8 (t^9 x^ _ ^)9 ( t x ^ ) 9 
(tj9 x± + x)o The path is shown on the grid (Figure 4)*
4.
a)
The condition \ 4 £ ± l - © comes from symmetry prop=
ertiesf these properties were expressed numerically using
the notation introduced previously 8
19
Therefor® a t x *  0 @2° i  *  Q
Tjj + 1 = » ( tJ + T ^ )  + (1 -  B A t  -  2n)1^
+ 1 a 2m + (1 - B A t  - 2m)l^
With th© knowledge of tJ, i « 0, 1, 2«eo»»o it was possible 
by use ©£ th© above formula t® fill the nodes at the left 
edge of th© grido
b) Second boundary condition
In the analytical solution the second boimdary condi- 
tlon msed was 8 T(x 9 t) has &@r© for the limit, when x 
approaches infinity© In the numerical solution, . use could 
not be mad© of boundary conditions at infinitely distant 
nodes 9 th® grid being bounded© Therefore , the second 
boundary condition had to be expressed at a finite value 
of x 0 . Several choices were possible« One consisted of 
taking the temperature equal to zero at a large value of 
x0 The study of the analytical solution showed, for 
instance9 that at x * 20 in© a maximum temperature of 0©5°F 
was reached© This method, of course, has the merit of 
being an approximation to the actual boundary condition 
and of being of possible use in a more sophisticated
approach to the actual h©at-transfer problem raised by 
welding © However, it introduced a systematic error whose 
effects night destroy the whole numerical method by aeea° 
mulatiom @f errors© The second and preferred method was 
ta r  use the analytical solution at some large value of x9 
where the peak temperature is small, as the boundary cond­
ition© This. method presented the advantage of not intro­
ducing other errorso  Furthermore, if this second method
could not be used as such in a more sophisticated approach 
to the welding problem, it could still be used to provide 
starting values in a numerical process0
Herea T„ * Analytical solution was used,
As seen before9 there existed an initial condition ex­
pressed mathematically byg
^  x < 0.*5 in« 
x « 0o5 i*u
x >  0©5 in©
It ..might, have ...been theoretically used as boundary condition 
on t, but ,when tried in the numerical solution it yielded a very 
rapidly divergent solution© Therefore, the use of the initial 
condition was abandoned, and the previously described numerical
T ■ 3000°F for
T « 1500°F for
T » 0©F for
21
.=6method sms started at t ® 10 hr09 sdth a boundary condition
on time provided by the analytical solution* The value of t0
*was chosen equal to 10 hr* §© that the temperature distribution 
would still be very close t© the initial step-shape distribution 
(at te - 10“̂  hr09 for example9 the temperature is still 
essentially 0°F at x s 0,55 in*)9 bat smooth enough so that the 
solution stays convergent with a proper spacing Ax; it was 
represented bys
^  * Analytical solution
Remark g What was said before of th© second boundary 
condition is entirely applicable to the treatment of the time 
boundary condition in the case where the numerical method would 
be used for a more sophisticated approach to the actual welding 
problem*
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B* .Error ...Analysis of. the Numerical Method
1« Analysis of the ner-step error
By Mp@r-step error*1 is meant the error involved in the use 
of the numerical formula II regardless of the errors already 
accumulated in previous steps ©r that “will arise in subsequent 
steps* The possible causes ©f error are essentially of three 
kinds 8
a) The error involved in the calculation of the second 
partial derivative “ “J fey the finite-differenee methods! 
this error is related to the non-linearity of versus 
x at a given to
b) the error involved in the integration on time, which 
is related to the non-linearity of T versus t at a given
position x0
e) Th© round-off error0
The problem was to determine where these errors were the 
most important in order t® minimize their effects, what was the 
influence of the spacings A x  and A t  on their effects, and how 
they interacted (additivity of effects or compensation)* Th© 
answer to .these .questions wja approached by either pure analyti­
cal methods or by the study of the influence of Ax-and-At sizes 
on the behavior of the numerical solution compared with the 
analytical solution<> In the latter approach the numerical
method.... was ..actually tested on th® rang© ©f values included be- 
tween 0 and 0o5 in«,9 which wag found to be the most critical 
during the early times § the results of these tests can be 
extrapolated t© th® regi©n x>0„5 in*» because o f the initial 
symmetry of the temperature distributions about the point 
(x = 0 .5  i n . ,  X = 1500°F).
Respective influence «of the conduction and convection terms in
The left side o f th© partial differential equation I is
^2
composed ©f tw® terms § a wc©ndueti@n ■ term" 0( g approximated
1 Ox
by finite differences9 and a "convection term** «= pT*> From the 
errors listed .above9 the error involved in the computation of
3 2 will only affect th© conduction tem 9 while the roundoff 
Ox
error will affect both of them* It was therefore important to 
determine their zones ©f preponderance! for there was n@ sense 
of trying to decrease the error involved in the conduction term 
when this term was insignificant when compared with the eomvec~ 
tion termo The program for this comparison on the computer 
(a t  t  * 10 hr„9 o<x<0o^99 in*,) is shown in Appendix IX, 
and the results in Table 10 Table 1 shows that the convection 
term is the only on© significant for x up to 0<»42 in„ where the 
conduction term gets t© about 1$ of the value of the convection 
termo For values o f x greater than 0*42 in*, the conduction term 
becomes rapidly the most significant The following study on
the error caused by the fimite-differemoe approximatior of
region 0o^2< x < 0o5© in®
Remark g It must be noticed that this re stilt cannot be 
extended as smoh by symmetry for x greater than G<>5 in0 9 
as the confection term is less important there than it is 
for...x. smaller than 0®50 in° The symmetry only applies 
to  the conduction term®
Study o f the influence o f A x  on th® error caused bf the finite-
and caused ©nly by the Unite=d±fferenee approximation was 
written8
Remarks In this study it was assumed that there was no 
computational error of any kind (the values of tempera- 
tures obtained from the previous steps were assumed exact
and s® was the computation in itself)®
■“ J  during the first steps ©f computation was confined to  the 
dx
The re l& tivo  ■ ©rr©r involved in the calculation o f Bx2
25
&) Analytical, d©t©rminati©n' of an approximation of the
It was obtained fey use of forward and backward Taylor® i 
expansions of T(x, t) about x, at a constant t*
T(>+Ax’ tJ " T(x* t) + ^  ^  + jji + dx3
(Ax)4 A  .
<=?C»«3fO<=Dca
c>x4
e» CS> CS> .» C3 G
T(x-Ax, t) - T(x, t) =Ac | f  + ~ f  +
i & x f
41 Sx4
Ey addition the terns ©f odd power disappeared:
T(x+Axf t) + T(x = Ax, t) = 2T(x, t) + 2-^ti- ■! +
21 "d x
|̂1 linn k saX Ci>ia»<=ie»c=ns34! “N 4 Ox
Ey truncation of the infinite expansion, — s? can be
9x
expressed as the finite«=di fferanee expression used before 
minus an error term, thus:
t) ^  - Ax. t) - 2T(x. t), _  (AxT
lAx)2 t)12 ^
absolute error = 12
b) Determination and Analysis of
From the previous result was written:
R,~- _ (Ax)2__ _ _
12 32t
S 2"
The analytical solution was used to determine R^ (see 
Appendix III)*
The first result is that the relative error R̂  is 
proportional to (Ax)2s therefore, there is a way of 
controlling the magnitude of R^ with the size of the 
spacing Ax, The second result is that varies con­
siderably with xs Table 2 shows R^ in # for 0.^2 < x 
<  0,50 in, and 4 values of Ax: 10~2 in*, 5 x 10“  ̂in*, 
2 x 10~3 in*, 10*^ in* * For a given A  x, 10“  ̂in. for
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instances the relative error R̂  decreases from 1®95# at 
x « 0o42 in® to 0# at x s 0«4?8 in0 and increases slightly
to 0*157$ at x *s 0®5© in*
Remarksg It roust be noticed that for x<0®42 in® the
relative error R^ becomes more and more important as
x decreases and goes to zero® This, of course, is 
only .of theoretical interest as long as the convection 
tens, is the only one significant in this region! but, 
as It “will be seen later in the study of the evolution 
of the error9 the conduction tern takes progressively 
more and more importance in this region and, therefore, 
the influence ©f A x  ©a the error will have to be 
taken Into account®
The approximated value ©f found in Appendix IlXg
sh©ws that at a given x decreases with increasing 
timef hence9 when t increases should decrease
quit© rapidly®
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This analysis yielded a criterion for the choice ©f the spacing 
on xg in order to keep equal t© X#9 for instance 9 different values
But for eomputati©n&l purposes it was necessary to have a grid size 
constant ®ver intervals as large as possibles'' it yielded less coding 
problems and did not ixitrodnoe s© aupay problems at the boundaries of two 
regions having different grid sizes«
In this grid pr^blem^ for © < x  <0.5® in. and f@r the early 
intervals of time th© following spacing ©n x might have. been chosen on 
the basis of the previous analysis 8
requirements (R̂  is kept less than l$)g for 0.4 <  x ̂ 0.43 in®, th© 
interval would be chosen such that th© error on th© conduction tern be 
larger than 1$8 but the. conduction term w@uld still be much smaller than
the spacing chosen could b© large9 sine© the only error of importance is
the round-off error0 The roundoff error is increased when a finer
of A x  should be used at each point according to the previous resultso 
A x  a 0ol in. for 0 <£ x <  0.4 in.
A x  « O.Gl in. for 0.4< x ^  0.43 in* 
for 0.43 <  x <  0.4? in. 
for 0.4? A x <  0.50 in.
A x  * 0.001 in.
A x  « 0.002 in.
For x Go43 in. the choice would conform to the previous
the convection tern. 3he-boundary points (at the changes of size of Ax) 
are treated .using the larger of the two values of Ax. For x <  0.40 in.
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grid«si^e is ised9 for the ms® o f a finer gild has th© e ffe c t o f in® 
creasing th© mmb@r ©£ points therefor© the nmmber o f ©§>mpmtat±@ms
and. th® risk -o f ©rr@r by ronsding-^ffo
A©tmaHy9 thomgh th© r®inlts ar@ mot shorn h@r©9 th© previous
type .of. spacing,.was ms®d earlier and yielded a very good eolation  for
the. first steps. o f eompmtatlomi this spa@img was later modified in  the 
following ways
A x  « ©o©l im0 for 0 ^0<>36 in®
A x  ** ©o©©5 for @<>36 < x ̂  0«39 i*u
A x  « ©o@©2 iBo for 0o39< x ^ . 0 A 3  in®
There -was m® modification for ©<,43 <£x <  0 o§0 ±m<>
Th© ohoio© o f the modified spacing for x  <  ©<>43 imo is9 o f  
coarse^ not in ©©mformity with th© pr@vl©ms analysis| in order to see 
what, leads to that @h@i©@9 it is necessary to study th© advantages and 
ineoBveaienoes of th® first ©h®!©®^ whi©h was a result o f th© error 
analysis for th® early times in th® computation <>
There, were th® following advantages of the earlier grid 
spaoings$
a) the roand«off errors were at a minimi® o
b) the results were go'od diring th© first time steps o f the 
©©mpitati@Ho
On the other hand there were th© following inconveniences t
3 X
B) There was a pr@KL@at ©f determination ©f ^  ^ n "̂̂0c
difference approximations at th© boundary between two widely 
different'grld<=>8±K6So As an examples at x « 0oty ine9 A x  is
ten times larger £®r x <  ©0̂  tm0 than it is for x >  ±Bo$ 
therefore 9 th® ms© ©£ the larger A x  would involve the ms©
©£ th® tenporatares at x ** ©o3$> ®<>5 the two first
are @£ th® ©rd@r ®£ 3©©©@F wh©n the last @m@ is ©£ the order 
©£ 15©@@Fo Hence9 th® determination would be very p@@r|
©£ @©mrs©9 ®th©r methods @©mld b® msed bat they als® are 
subject to ©riti©ismo
Th©. ©h©ie® was based mn an analysis ©£ the relative ±mp©ro 
tan©© o f the ©®ndm@ti®n and convection terms 0 This analysis 
showed th a t9 £©r small values ®£ x and t 9 small values ®f 
Ax were a e t only uBB©©®ss&ry9 £r@m the point @£ view ©£ 
errors in th® second derivative 9 bat als© and© sir able 9 from 
the point ©£ flew o f th® ro u n d o ff error0 H@w@v@r9 this 
situation changes at longer times9 and smaller values of A x  
w@mld be required to  keep the error less than !#<>
Of ©©urs®9 A x  could be progressively decreased with ia« 
creasing t±m©9 for small values ©f x9 bat such a procedure 
has several disadvantages« Th® computer program womld have 
ho -be ©hanged every time that A x  was changed® Furthermore 9 
for purposes o f th® first time interval, after. the change in 
A x 9 certain temperatures would have to be determined by 
interpolation at points between previous points 9 and this
would introduce errors* Als® it is difficult, ©specially 
when an analytical solution is not available as a cheeky to 
detemim® when it is necessary to make the grid si^e finer,, 
from this. comparison it appears that there are more advantages 
in using. a finer grid si&@ for x <  0*43 in* than the mere results of the 
error..analysis would indicate« fhusg the later modification represents 
a compromise between the effect of the r@und«©ff errors and the incon­
veniences of the earlier method,, This compromise turned out to be good, 
as will be seen later in the analysis ©f the results*
The roundoff error has been described as a noise, because its 
absolute effect at each step is usually not very important, but the 
accumulated effect after a large number of steps is sometimes large 
enough, to destroy the results of a numerical method* At one particular 
step, its effect must be taken into account when the noise is of the 
order of magnitude of the other types of error* Another characteristic 
is that it is inherent in th® computer' axdthmetlo«
In the computer used here the roundoff error was manifested in
the following ways the computer used only 8 digits, and when a number
was added or subtracted to what would have been the ninth digit, then
the eighth digit was increased by one unit in the ease of an addition or
decreased by one unit in the case of a subtraction*
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In the region considered ( © <  x < 0 o5© ino| 150Q°F <T<C3®©®°F) 
th® tapper bmsmd ©f the roond“©££ error is 0O0@01@FO Table 3 ehcws the 
aeimal valmes ©£ /If and th© valmes obtained ©n th© computer £©r 
At = 10”° hr. and 10“y hr. for s©m© sample p@imt§ x » 0o42 im09 
x « 0<>44 in09 x « 0o48? in09 x » ©0499 in* F@r x less than ©<A2 in* 
th© situation is the same as £<§>r x s ©0̂ 2 inc (preponderance ©£ the
o
convection. term}0 The results shew that for A t  = 10 hr* the effect 
of the r®tmd~®££ error is acceptable though a little too larg® for small 
values of x(x » 0O44 and ander)$ for At. « 10“^ hr«,§ the effect is 
still small for values of x greater than @0̂ 5s> hat it is mmeh too large 
£or values ©f ©0W> and aider0 CM the ©ther hand9 in view of the method 
of rounding ased by th® ©©mpmter th® r@and“®ff error is additive at each 
step (always th© same si^n}0 There is n® compensation' ne there might be 
in symmetric rounding*, Th©ref©r@9 it was necessary to ms© the largest 
valme of A t  possible*.
Stmdv ©f the, .influence of - A t  .on .the .accuracy of A T s
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Ey "theoretical error" it is meant that the right side ©f ©qua® 
tion II is assumed exact9 which is net tree according to the previous 
analysis*,
A Taylor0 a expansion about t at a given x y ie ld s
2 ~\2
T(x9 t + A  t)  « T(x9 t)  HH A t -^ |(x9 t)  + ™ l ( x 9 t) +
U b
truncation and after rearrangement it yields:
-2t?x f) ~  Tfa„ t + A t )  ° Tfa. t) _ At t,
S )tkXs z > ~  At 2 g)t2
Therefore 8 the error involved in the f±m±t@«differemce approximation of 
-s^ can itself be approximated byg
-s .  2
A t Q T o ®ie absolute and relative 
2 B t 2
errors due to the approximation are proportional to At.
.X)iscus.sion....o£ res.ultM.-ob.tained.for .the chosen spacing on x for 
At « 10°® hr» o  S x 31°^ hn„ and 1©°^ hr.
Actually 9 the previous relation was not used for the determina­
tion of the error in 9 and therefore the choice of A t s as the
integration with respect to t is performed using values which are also 
affected by other errors. Therefor© *, the effect of At was studied for 
3 values of A t  (10"® hr.s 5 x l®"^ hros> 1©~^ hr.) on the basis of the 
overall relative error lUo
d sg . A T  numerical value - A t analytical value 
2 A T  analytical value
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©r more simply §
Table 4 shows the Revalues at t » 10°^ hr* and for A t  s 1©"® hr**
<=.9 raQ5 x 10 hr* 9 10 7 hr* As to the region where the roundoff error is
A  C30 ■■ • - -   - -preponderant* the results are better with A t  » 10 hr* than with 
At = 5 x 1©“^ hr* or 1©“̂  hr* Regarding these two last values of At* 
not much can be said for x < 0*h4 in* * as the Rg^values are not finite; 
but the absolute errors being the same* it is of advantage to choose A t  
equal to 5 x 1©“  ̂hr* In th© region where the roundoff error is not
the only significant one* the best results are obtained for At » 5 x 10"^
hr* Rg is less than 1$ for x >©*^6^ in* when At *. 1©“® hr** for
x >  0ô 505 ifco when At 82 5 x 1©°^ hr** for x >0*^62 in* when
cdQ i <aOA t  « 10 hr* Furthermore* is the smallest when A t  ~ 5 x 10 hr* 5
this is a contradictory fact to the qualitative results of the influence 
of A t  on R̂ * but it is caused by the larger importance taken by th© 
round-off error when AT is small (At ® 10“^ hr* )*
In conclusion* A t  equal to 10 hr* was definitely rejected; 
currently a choice of A t  equal to 5 x 10”̂  hr* looks better on the
oaverage than a choice of A t  equal to 1© hr** but a definite choice 
will be deferred until after the study of the propagation of the errors 
after several steps*
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A solution is said to fe© stable wh@m the Md@partmrew or "error
dm® only to.. ©©mpttati®®" remains bounded© In th© ©as© of th© he airflow
@qmati@m .the literature gives am inequality involving m(m - QLAjl,)
(Ax)2
that mmst b® satisfied i® order to assmr© stability Kims (1957)* for 
ins tarn©® § shews that for © <  m <  \  th® selntien will b© stable©
Therefor© j, in th is  problem ? f°5  had. to  be positive and less
(Ax)2
than i t
0 < 7 % 5  -Afc- < |
(Ax)
this mean® that9 once A x  Is chosen to assure the accuracy o f
“ ™  at ©aeh step 9 £ \ t must be @h@s@n .aooording to the previous 
dx
inequality© In this problem9 A x  is not ©@mstamt| A t  must be eh©sen 
so that th®. inequality is satisfied for th® smallest valme of A x  
(10*°̂ i»©)$> It will them be satisfied for all greater values of A  x©
A t  < 79©5
A t  <  6o'3 x 1 hr©
According to  this result9 the ©hoio© o f A t  @qmal to 10“® hr© should
yield am m s  table soXmtiom©
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Analysis. ...of the, results .obtained ..after several stepgwlth At m
16"^ hTo m d 5 x 10°9 hr®
%  direct inspect!®®. ©f the sheet of results fm m the computer
A <=>8for A t  « 10 hr® it was ©bvirnas that th© previous statement of the 
instability of the solution under such conditions was correct® For9 
after some steps the temperatures at some points became higher than 
3000°F and the perturbations increased up to the point when some temp« 
eratures assume negative value s0 The solmtion was already completely
cv 6 6destroyed between t * 102 x 1©^ hr® and 1®3 x 10* hr® On the other 
hand 9 Table 5 shows results obtained® (t » 3 x I©” hri after hOQ steps 
with a At of 5-* 10”^ hr®g th© solution is well-behaved for x >  0ô 3 in® 
(error less than 1$)9 there is a z©n® ©f high inaccuracy spreading from 
x ® ©ô 3 in0 down. to x * ©<>35 inQ with a maximum error around x ■ ©®^0 in® 
(**5®5$> at x » 0o39^ in<>)9 and then fr@m x « ©<>35 in0 to 0 there is a 
constant relative ©rr®r of 5$$> a manifestation of the preponderance of 
the roundoff error in this region® If these results are compared with 
results given in Table for s@m© sample points it can be seen that 
there are improvements of the accuracy for x ̂ >0*43 in® (these improve® 
raemts are even spectacular for the region around x « 0o44 in® where the 
error goes fr©m 5©# to ©d# when t goes from 1©“^ hr« to 3 x 1©*^ hr®) 
and. for x < 0®35 in® (though.-the. error is not defined in this region in 
Table h~fe)® There seems to be a displacement ©f the zone of highest 
inaccuracy to decreasing values ©f x from a region around x « 0«44 in® 
to a region around x = 0®̂ © in*j this displacement seems accompanied by
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a considerable decrease o f the error in the region which previously gave 
the worst results 0 this is an encouraging fact with respect to  a choice 
©f A t  * 5 3£ 10”^ hroi this fact will b® confirmed in th© next paragraph 
with the study o f the evolution o f the relative error with time0
As. it. has already been .stated9. the theoretical value o f is 
decreasing with increasing times g therefore 9 at a given p@int9 with a 
given spacing the ®rr@r should decrease when time increases« Actually 
Table 6 shews that at any given time there is a maximum error o f about 
$0% bat that this peak in the distribution o f errors moves like a wav© 
towards decreasing values ©f x as t increases 0 Once a l@eati@m has seen 
this perturbation** th® err@r starts decreasing quite rapidly to reach a 
value less than 0ol$ which is probably caused solely by the roundoff 
erroro These results shew that a temporary important error can be 
allowed, and that the solmticn is rapidly convergent as predicted by the 
theoretical valm© ©f R «̂ The sono'ef highest inaccuracy is very likely 
re la ted , to. a. sens ©£ largest curvature $ ©nee the curvature has de= 
creased th© ©rr®r starts decreasing,,
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CONCLUSIONS
1) la the region studied (@«C x ̂ ©<>5® in#) with the spacing ©n 
x indicated previously and a A t  § 5 3C 1©“^ hr® the results obtained at 
t w..2 x.l©^ hr<>g after 3B©0 steps are excellent at all the points which 
have already passed their point of maximmm inaccuracy (x >©<>35 in»)j
©n the other hand for the region © ^ x  ̂ ©.,35 in° the strndy of the 
evolution with time ©f the error leads ms t© expect a fast improvemento
2) Thomgh some resmlts of the previoms analysis cannot be 
extended as smch by symmetry abomt the point (x a 0*5 ia»( T = 15©0@F) 
to. the region x >  0o5 Ibo9 a wide ms© of th© symmetry shomld be possible 
to.determine th© correct spacing on x in this region.,
. 3) The control of the nmmerical solution is ©f eomrse relativelyr
easy when an analytical solution msed to check the numerical resmlts is 
available„ Nevertheless9 the fact that the error starts decreasing ©nee 
th© peak of.raaximmm error has passed a point shomld give good. confidence 
in the resmlts0 In important time to determine is th© time when the 
peak of maadmmm error has reached x * @0 fhen9 the prior error caused
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only toy. the roundings®ff has increased 9 reached a maximum and very likely 
started ..to .decreaseo .Qnee the error at x ̂  © has decreased to a reas@m<=> 
able .value (around 1$) 9 the temperatures at all th® points between 0 and 
0o5 i ô are determined, with an error less than l#o It shomld then be 
possible ..to increase A x  in th© regions of very good accuracy by us© ©f 
a constant A x  of ©o01 in<>9 for instanc@0 th is  would out toy afi®ter ©f 
two th® number of points and therefor© th® time o f computations further^ 
m@r@9 according to th® relation yielding th© s ta b il i ty  of the solution 
a larger valm® of A t  could be msed© This would9 of eomrse 9 increase the . 
e rro r.9 bat it can b© allowed easily in  th® region where R2 is less than 
©ol$o Th© time when this operation can be performed is easy to deter~ 
mine when the nmmerical resmlts can b© checked, against analytical re suits 5 
this..method.would yield a good approximation for the case when the 
analytical solution is not available0 It is also possible t® get a good 
idea of this tim® toy mere inspection of th® resu lts } for the error 
starts increasing when th® round-off ©rror loses its preponderance 9 that 
is9 when th© effect o f.th e  great curvature becomes significant® Near 
x *,.09. ...this, will happen when there will n@ longer be a flat part ©n the 
curve| th e re fo re9 the ©rror starts increasing at x * 0 when the tempera=> 
tares, at x « 09 0O01 in09 ©0-©2 inOJ) ®tc0£) become differento This methods) 
©f courses, gives only th© beginning of the -rise of the error0
.k ) The extension of' this method to the actual heat^transfer 
problem raised toy the welding process mights, of course 9 be delicate 9 but 
most of the important results of th© analysis very likely would hold;
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the .-de.@re.as® o f ..the error with time9 the stability criterion*, the in° 
flueaee .of A x  and At on the accuracy o f the method9 the influence o f  
th© round-off error in  its regies, of preponderant© © The actual problem 
can be approached in several steps fey decreasing the nimber o f the 
assumptions! as an example9 Appendix IV  shows the fom o f the f in ite ^  
different® expression of the partial differential eqmation when the heat- 
losses fey radiation and th® heat-loss fey solidification of the weld- 
metal are considered© It must fee noticed that the f& et of introducing 
correcting factors introduce® also other computations and*, therefore9 
increases the risks of round-off errors© It might be possible that 
sometimes th® effect of these round-off errors would more than eompen- 
sat© for the effect of the correcting factors©
. 5) Another important factor to be considered in  the conclusions 
on. the feasibility of this method is th® computer time required to get 
th e .. s o lu tio n . o f th® problem© On the GDC 809© msed a t the Colorado
i
School ©f Mnes it is impossible to get the complete solmtion in  a 
reasonable time© As an example9 for th® region 0 < x  <.0©5 in© 9 the 
time .of computation and printing is 20 seconds per step© This was re­
duced by printing the resmlts only every ten steps5 nevertheless *, to
& =>5
run th© program from t » 10 hr© to t » 2 x. 10 hr© 9 15 hours were
neeessary8 Therefor©*, to m  it mp to t ® 1©“̂  h r0 (6 min0) th is  would
take9 with a A t  of 5 x 10  ̂hr©*.
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t « . n1 ,-.. x 15 ^ 759OOG hr so
C 2 x 10“^
Bat te could be decreased by two means8 first*, ©f coarse, by using a 
faster machine (machines 500 times faster can be found) and decreasing 
the number of printings (get a printing of the results every 100 or 
1000 steps) 5 secondly, and much more important, by increasing At as 
soon as possible (as explained before)* E|y using a raaehine only 100 
times faster and increasing At by a factor of 100 (as soon as the 
spacing on x can be set equal to 0.01 in® for instance), then tQ would 
be reduced to 7 .5 hrs., which even if multiplied by 2 or 3 to introduce 
the whole problem (x > 0 .5 in0) would still be a feasible time.
~ A2
-------- TABLE_1._Comparison of the conduction term and the convection term of________
—6the partial differential equation at t » 10 hr and 0 < x  <0,499 in.
• 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -19 0 58.87900 0
• 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 “ 19 o 58.879 qo 0
• 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -19 q 58.8 79 oo 0
• 3000000 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -19 o 58.879 qo 0
• 4000000 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -19 0 58.87900 0
♦ 4100000 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1 9 o5 8 . 8  79oo 0.4200000 - 1 5 9 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -19053*87900 0
• 4250000 -636.0000000 -19 0 58.379 00 0
•4300000 “318.0000000 -19058.37800 0
.4320000 -1987.5000000 * -19058.87800 0
.4340000 -3975. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ; -19058.378,00 0
.4360000 -9937.5000000 -19058.87600 0
.4380000 -15900.00000 0 -19058.87100 0
•4400000 -37762.50000 0 -19058.86000 0
.4420000 -69562.50000 0 -19058.83800 0
.4440000 -145087.5000 0- - 1 9 0 5 8 • 79400 0
.4460000 -2/6262.5000 0 -1905 3.70300 0
. 4480000 -514762.5000 0 - 1 9 0 58 .52400 0
.4500000 -940087.5000 0 -190 5 8 . 1 8 0 0 0 0 /
.4510000 -1240200.000 0 -19057.9 0 700 0
.4520000 - 1 6 2 1 8 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 -1905 7.5 3 6 0 0 0
. 4530000 -2170350 • 0 0 0 0 -19057.03500 0
. 4540000 -2814300.000 0 -19056.36000 0
• 4550000 -3696750*000 0 -19055.46000 0
.4560000 -4762050.000 0 -19054•26500 0
.4570000 -6113550*000 0 -19052.69000 0
.4580000 -7798950•000 0 -19050.62600 0
. 4590000 -9881850 • 0 0 0 0 -19Q47.93800 0
• 4600000 -1245/050*00 0 -19044.4 6100 0
.4610000 -15534300 • 0 0 0 -19039.93900 0
*4620000 -19294650.00 0 -19034. 2750 0 0
.4630000 -23778450*00 0 -19027. 0 1 9 0 0 0
• 4640000 “29081100*00 0 ”19017.86300 0
.4650000 -35361600*00 0 -19006.38300 0
•4660000 -42859700•00 0 -18 v 9 2". 0~7" 8 0 0 0
.4 670000 -51102600 • 0 0 0 -18974.36300 0
• 4680000 -60/77750.00 0 -18952.56500 0
.4690000 -71748750*00 0 -18925.90900 0
.47UUUUU - 8 '412 6 9TT0 . 0 0 0 -18893.52000 0
.4710000 -97888350.00 0 -18854 . 4 090 0 0
.4 720000 - i 13 0 0 9 2'5'OT 0" '0 ... "-i860 7 . 47500 0
.4730000 -129553200 • 0 0 -18751.51000 0
.4/40000 -14 7353250•0 0 -18683 . 19200 0
.4750000 -166290150 . 0 0 -18607.09900 0
.4/60000 -18 6 2 1 2  631) • 0 0 -18515.71800 0
.4770000 -206843100.0 0 -18409. 45500 0
•4/8UUUU -22/91U600.0 0 -18286.66400 0
.4790000 -248986050.0 0 -16145.66000 0
•4800000 -269727600.0 0 -17984.75900 0 -
.4810000 -289658250.0 0 -17802.3 0300 0
.4820000 “308213550.0 0 -17596.700QQ p
A1
.4830000 -324932400 . 0 0 -17366.46800 0
.4840000 -339218550.0 0 -17110*26900 0
.4850000 -350547300.0 0 -16828.96300 0
.4000000 -358354200.0.. 0 -16515.84300 0
• 4870000 -362273550.0 0 -16175.687oo 0
.4880000 -361685250.0 0 -158Q6.78100 0
•4890000 -3564 o 645 o •0 0 -154 o 8.97200 0
•4900000 -346079400 • 0 n -14982.68200 0
•4910000 -33o*>4845o • 0 0 -14528.73600 0
• 4^20000 -310026150.0 0 -14048.36700 0
.4930000 -284379450.0 0 -13543*22400 0
.4940000 -25386735Q.0 0 -13015,35500 0
.4950000 “2l9ol455o.0 0 -12467.19900 0
.4960000 -18 023445 0 • 0 0 -11901.54100 0
.4970000 -138194850.0 0 -11321.48100 0
.4980000 -93579450.00 0 -10730*37700 0
.4990000 -47215 q 5 o .00 0 -10131.79400 0
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TABLE 2, Expression of the relative error due to the rinite-difference
annroximation of -t .. - fnr tha . di* f fa-rant* ualnas nf A y .
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. 4 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 . o o i oo oo oo - 1 . 3 6 6 9 6 8 5 0 0
. 4 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
. 4 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
. Ol O O O O O O O  
.0050000 0 0
- 1 3 2 . 2 4 6 8 7 0 0  0 
- 3 3 . 0 6 1 7 1 8 0 0 0
. 43 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
. 4 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
• 00 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
• oo i o o o o o o
- 5 . 2 8 9 8 7 5 0 0 0
- 1 . 3 2 2 4 6 8 7 Q 0
• 4 3 4 0 0 0 0 0 0
• 4 3 4 0 0 0 0 0 0
•Ol O O O O O O O  
• 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
- 1 2 7 . 8 6 2 8 1 0 0  0 
- 3 1 • 9 6 5 7 0 4 0 0 0
.4 3 4 0 0 0 0 0 0  
• 4 3 4 0 0 0 0 0 0
.0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
• o o i o o o o o o
-5 . 1 1 4 5 1 2 6 0 0  
- 1 . 2 7 3 6 2 8 1 0 0
.4 3 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
. 4 3 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
• O l O O O O O O O
• 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
- 1 2 3 . 5 4 4 6 9 0 0  0 
- 3 0 • 3 8 6 1 7 2 0 0 0
.4 3 5 0 0 0 0 0 0  
. 4 3 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
•0 0 200 00  0 0 
. o o i oo oo oo
- 4 . 9 4 1 7 8 7 6 0 0  
-1 . 2 3 5 4 4 6 9 0 0
• 4 3 6 0 0 0 0 0 0  
.4 3 6 0 0 0 0 0 0
• O l O O O O O O O  
•00 5 0 0 0 0 0  0 .
- 1 1 9 . 2 9 2 4 8 0 0  0 
- 2 9 . 8 2 3 1 2 0 0 0 0
.4 3 600 00  0 0 
.4 360 00 00 0
• 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  
•o o i o o o o o o
-4 . 7 7 1 6 9 9 3 0 0  
- 1 . 1 9 2 9 2 4 8 0 0
. 4 3 7 0 0 0 0 0 0
. 4 3 7 0 0 0 0 0 0
•O l O O O O O O O  
• 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
- 1 1 5 . 1 0 6 2 0 0 0  0 
- 2 8 . 7 7 6 5 5 0 0 0 0
. 4 3 7 0 0 0 0 0 0
.4 3 7 0 0 0 0 0 0
• 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  
• o o i o o o o o o
-4.60 4 248000  
- 1 . 1 5 1 0 6 2 0 0 0
. 4 3 8 0 0 0 0 0 0
. 4 3 8 0 0 0 0 0 0
• O l O O O O O O O
• 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
- 1 1 0 . 9 8 5 3 4 0 0  0 
- 2 7 . 7 4 6 4 6 0 0 0  0
. 4 3 8 0 0 0 0 0 0
. 4 3 8 0 0 0 0 0 0
• 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
•o o i o o o o o o
- 4 . 4 3 9 4 3 3 6 0 0  
-1 . 1 0 9 8 5 8 4 0 0
.4 3 9 0 0 0 0 0 0  
.4 3 9 0 0 0 0 0 0
• O l O O O O O O O  
. 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0  0,
- 1 0 6 . 9 3 1 4 2 0 0  0 
- 2 6 . 7 3 2 8 5 5 0 0 0
. 4 3 9 0 0 0 0 0 0
.4 3 9 0 0 0 0 0 0
• 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0  o'1
• o o i o o o o o o
-4 . 27 72 5 7 0 0 0  
-1 . 0 6 9 3 1 4 2 0 0
• 4 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
•4 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
• O l O O O O O O O
• 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
- 1 0 2 . 9 4 2 9 1 0 0  0 
- 2 5 . 7 3 5 7 2 9 0 0 0
. 4 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
.4 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
• 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0  0 
• O O I O O O O O O
-4 . 1 1 / 7 1 6 6 0 0  
-1 . 0 2 9 4 2 9 1 0 0
. 4 4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
. 4 4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
.O l O O O O O O O  
• 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
- 9 9 . 0 2 0  3 41000 
- 2 4 . 7 5 5 Q 8 5 0 0 0
. 4 4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
. 4 4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
' . 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  
•o o i o o o o o o
-3 . 9 6 0 8 1 3 6 0  0 
- . 9 9 0 2 0 3 4 1 0
. 4 4 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
. 4 4 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
• O l O O O O O O O  
.0 05000 0 00
- 9 5 . 1 6 3 6 8 3 0 0 0  
- 2 3 . 7 9 0 9 2 0 0 0 0
. 4 4 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
. 4 4 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
• 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  
• o o i o o o o o o
-3 . 8 0 6 5 4 / 3 0  0
- . 9 5 1 6 3 6 8 3 0
. 4 4 3 0 0 0 0 0 0  
.4430 00 000
\ . O l O O O O O O O  
.0050 0000 0
- 9 1 . 3 7 2 9 5 8 0 0 0
- 2 2 . 8 4 3 2 3 9 0 0 0
. . 4 4 3 0 0 0 0 0 0  
. 4 4 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
\ . 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  
1 . O O I O O O O O O
- 3 . 6 5 4 9 1 8 3 0 0  
- . 9 1 3 7 2 9 5 8 0
. 4 4 4 0 0 0 0 0 0  
• 4 4 4 0 0 0 0 0 0
\ * 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
• 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
- 8 / . 6 4  3 1 5 8 0 0 0 
- 2 1 . 9 1 2 0 3 9 0 0 0
. 4 4 4 0 0 0 0 0 0
. 4 4 4 0 0 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
. o o i o o o o o o
- 3 . 5 0 5 9 2 6 3 0 0  
- . 8 7 6 4 8 1 5 8 0
. 4 4 5 0 0 0 0 0 0  
. 4 4 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
• 01 00 00 0 00 
. 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
- 8 3 . 9 8 9 2 9 1 0 0 0  
- 2 0 . 9 9 7 3 2 2 0 0 0
't
. 4 4 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
. 4 4 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
• 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
. O O I O O O O O O
- 3 • 3 5 9 5 / 1 6 0  0 
- . 8 3 9 8 9 2 9 1 0
. 4 4 6 0 0 0 0 0 0
. 4 4 6 0 0 0 0 0 0
• O l O O O O O O O  
• 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
-80 .39 6 3 4 6 0 0 0 
-20 * 0 9 9 0 8 6 0 0 0
. 4 4 6 0 0 0 0 0 0
. 4 4 6 0 0 0 0 0 0
• 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
• O O I O O O O O O
- 3 . 2 1 5 8 5 3 8 0  0 
-•80 39 6 3 4 6 0
. 4 4 / 0 0 0 0 0 0
. 4 4 7 0 0 0 0 0 0
•O l O O O O O O O  
• 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
- /6. 8 6 9 3 2 3 0  0 0 "" " 
- 1 9 . 2 1 7 3 3 0 0 0 0
. 4 4 7 0 0 0 0 0 0
. 4 4 7 0 0 0 0 0 0
• 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
• O O I O O O O O O
- 3 . 0 7 4 7 7 2 9 0 0
- , 7 6 8 6 9 3 2 3 0
. 4 4 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 • O l O O O O O O O - 7 3 . 4 0 8 2 2 2 0 0 0
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•4480 00 0 00 • 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1 8 . 3 5 2 0 5 5 0 0 0
. 4 4 8 0 0 0 0 0 0
. 4 4 8 0 0 0 0 0 0
• 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  
. ooioooooo
® 2 . 9 3 6 3 2 8 8 0 0  
- . 7 3 4 0 8 2 2 2 0
. 4 4 9 0 0 0 0 0 0
. 4 4 9 0 0 0 0 0 0
• O l O O O O O O O  
•0 05 0000 00
- 7 0 . 0 1 3 0 5 0 0 0 0
- 1 7 . 5 0 3 2 6 2 0 0 0
. 4 4 9 0 0 0 0 0 0  
.44900 0000
• 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  
•ooioooooo
- 2 . 8 0 0 5 2 2 0 0  0,,
-.700l3o5od'
• 4 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
• 4 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
• O l O O O O O O O
• 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
- 6 6 . 6 8 3 8 0 5 0 0 0
- 1 6 . 6 7 q 9 50 0 0 0
• 4 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
• 4 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
• 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  
• ooioooooo
- 2 . 6 6 7 3 5 2 1 0 0
- • 6 6 6 8 3 8 o 5 o
• 4 5 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  
• 4 5 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
• O l O O O O O O O
• O O I O O O O O O
- 6 3 . 4 2 q 4 8 6 o o O 
-.15. 8 5 5 1 2 1 0 0 0
• 4 5 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
• 4 5 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
• 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  
• ooioooooo
- 2 . 5 3 6 8 l 9 4 0 0
- . 6 3 4 2 0 4 8 6 Q
. 4 5 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
. 4 5 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
• O l O O O O O O O  
• 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
- 6 0 . 2 2 3 0 9 1 0 0 0  
- 1 5 . 0 5 5 7 7 2 0 0 0
. 4 5 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
. 4 5 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
• 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  
•ooioooooo
- 2 . 4 0 8 9 2 3 6 0 0
- . 6 0 2 2 3 0 9 1 0
. 4 5 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
. 4 5 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
.OlOOOOOOO
. 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
- 5 7 . 0 9 1 6 1 9 0 0 0  
- 1 4 . 2 7 2  9 040 0 0
. 4 5 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
. 4 5 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
• 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  
•ooioooooo
- 2 . 2 8 3 6 6 4 7 0 0  
- . 5 7 0 9 1 6 1 9 0
. 4 5 4 0 0 0 0 0 0
. 4 5 4 0 0 0 0 0 0
.OlOOOOOOO
. 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
- 5 4 . 0 2 6 0 7 9 0 0 0
- 1 3 . 5 0 6 5 1 9 0 0 0
. 4 5 4 0 0 0 0 0 0
. 4 5 4 0 0 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
•OOIOOOOOO
- 2 . 1 6 1 0 4 3 1 0 0
- . 5 4 0 2 6 0 7 9 0
. 4 5 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
. 4 5 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
• OlOOOOOOO
• 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
- 5 1 . 0 2 6  4 61000 
- 1 2 . 7 5 6 6 1 5 0 0 0
. 4 5 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
. 4 5 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
• 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  
.OOIOOOOOO
- 2 . 0 4 1 0 5 8 4 0 0  
- . 5 1 0 2 6 4 6 1 0
. 4 5 6 0 0 0 0 0 0
. 4 5 6 0 0 0 0 0 0
•OlOOOOOOO
• 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
- 4 8 . 0 9 2 7 6 6 0 0 0  
- 1 2 . 0 2 3 1 9 1 0 0 0
. 4 5 6 0 0 0 0 0 0
. 4 5 6 0 0 0 0 0 0
• 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  
• OOIOOOOOO
-  - 1 . 9 2 3 / 1 0 6 0 0  
- . 4 8 0 9 2 7 6 6 0
. 4 5 7 0 0 0 0 0 0
. 4 5 7 0 0 0 0 0 0
•OlOOOOOOO 
• 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
- 4 5 . 2 2 5 0 0 5 0 0 0  
- 1 1 . 3 0 6 2 5 0 0 0 0
. 4 5 7 0 0 0 0 0 0
. 4 5 7 0 0 0 0 0 0
• 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
.OOIOOOOOO
- 1 . 8 0 9 0 0 0 1 0 0  
- • 45 22 5 0  050
. 4 5 8 0 0 0 0 0 0  
. 4 5 8 0 0 0 0 0 0
•OlOOOOOOO 
• 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
- 4 2 . 4 2 3 1 6 5 0 0  0 
- 1 0 - 6 0 5 7 9 0 0 0 0
. 4 5 8 0 0 0 0 0 0
. 4 5 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 \
• 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  
• ooioooooo
- 1 . 6 9 6 9 2 6 5 0  0 
- . 4 2 4 2 3 1 6 5 0
. 4 5 9 0 0 0 0 0 0




. 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
- 3 9 . 6 8 7 2 4 2 0 0 0
- 9 . 9 2 1 6 1 0 0 0 0
. 4 5 9 0 0 0 0 0 0
. 4 5 9 0 0 0 0 0 0
\ •0 02000 0 0 0 
•OOIOOOOOO
- 1 . 5 8 / 4 8 9 6 0 0  
- . 3 9 6 8 7 2 4 2 0
. 4 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
. 4 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
.OlOOOOOOO
. 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
- 3 7 . 0 1 7 2 5 3 0 0 0  
- 9 . 2 5 4 3 1 3 3 0 0
. 4 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
. 4 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
• 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  
•ooioooooo
- 1 . 4 8 0 6 9 0 0 0 0  
- . 3 7 0 1 7 2 5 3 0
. 4 6 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
. 4 6 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
•OlOOOOOOO
. 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
- 3 4 . 4 f3~i9400 0 ----
- 8 . 6 0 3 2 9 8 3 0 0
. 4 6 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
. 4 6 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
• 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  
• ooioooooo
- 1 . 3 7 6 5 2 7 7 0 0  
- . 3 4 4 1 3 1 9 4 0
. 4 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  
, . 4 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
• OlOOOOOOO 
• 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
- 3 1 . 8 7 5 0 5 7 0 0 0
- 7 . 9 6 8 7 6 4 3 0 0
.4620 0 0 0 0 0 
. 4 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
• 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  
* 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
- 1 . 2 7 5 0 0 2 2 0 0  
- . 3 1 8 7 5 0 5 7 0
. 4 6 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
. 4 6 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
•OlOOOOOOO
• 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
- 2 9 . 4 0 2 8 4 5 0 0 0  
- 7 . 3 5 0 7 1 1 4 0 0























































































































































































.479000000 • O l O O O O O O O 1*186663500
.TrlU 5 3. .48.
.479000000 




O OI O O O O O O
.296665870 
T’O 47 4 ̂ 6 5 4 (7 
.011866635
4 8~0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
480000000 
480 00000 0 
4 8 0 0 0 0 0JO 
4810 00000 
481000000















. 4 8200 0 00 0. 
.4820000 00 
•482000000
0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  
0 01 0 .0 0_0_0_Q_ 
O l O O O O O O O  
0_05_0 0 0.0.0J_ 





1.26 Q8 28 3Q0













O O I O O O O O O
.247880470
•061970120













O O I O O O O O O
. 291391410 
.072847855





O O I O O O O O O
.332265310 
.083066330

































O O I O O O O O O
.43906490 0 
.109766220
O l O O O O O O O
005000000
"11 . 734/6/000 
2.933691800
4 8 90 0 0 0 0 0
489Q00000
002000000
O O I O O O O O O
.469 390700 









O T ^ O O O O O O





O l O O O O O O O
005000000
002000000

































O l O O O O O O O
005000000
14•53660 80 0 0 
3.634152000
.494000000 002000000 .581464330
. 4 9 4 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 1 4 5 3 6 6 0 8 0
.495000000 •OlOOOOOOO 14.899199000
.495000000 .005000000 3.724799700
. 495000000 •002000000 . 595967960
.495OOOOOO .OOIOOOOOO .148991990
. 496000000 • 01 0000000 15.19 58 64000
•496000000 • 005000000 3.79 8 966000
* 496000000 • 002000000 .60 7834560
^ .496000000 •ooioooooo • 151958640
<• 497000000 • OlOOOOOOO. 15.4266Q4000
.497000000 • 005000000 3 . 8566510 0 0
.497000000 • 002000000 •617q 64160
.497000000 . ooioooooo .15426604 0
.498000000 • OlOOOOOOO 15.591418000
.498000000 •00500000 0 3.897854500
.498000000 •002000000 .623656730
.498000000 •ooioooooo • 155914180
.499000000 •OlOOOOOOO 15.69 0306000
.499000000 .005000000 3.9225 76600
.499000000 .002000000 .627612260
.499000000 .ooioooooo .1569 03060
.500000000 .OlOOOOOOO 15.723270000
.500000000 .005000000 3.930817500
.500000000 .002000000 • 623930800
.500000000 •ooioooooo •1572327Q0
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TABLE 3o Influence. of A t ©n the w«d°©ff error
X 0 M 0*499



















A ; - V * '  ' ‘ •





~®0m m i9 2 if8 7 9 -©O©@0X©19TO8 -©„36228972 =0.047225181










r@rad°iff 10©# 0o©©3# 0.15#
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TABLE W o  faXm&s. o f .the wr©rail ,relative error-Eg fo r  some sample
points @b the internal © ^ x < 0 o 50 1b0 after @ne stepg 
t n 10”6 tecs, A t  « IQ”8 hr.
X A T  *-* an A tnum. Error Balatlwe.Error Eg
0 ©o0@03 ©0 0002 ©o©001 335s
Ool ©o@0©3 00 0002 ©o©0©l 33*
0o2 ' 0o00©3 ©00002 0O0O01 33*
0*3 0o00©3 000002 * ©O0001 33*
Oc35 000003 000002 ©0 0001 33#
Oo^O ©0 0003 000002 ©O0001 33*
Oo^l ©00003 ©0 0002 000001 3336
0o^2. 000003 ©0 0002 0O0001 • 3355
Oo^3 ©00003 ©00002' 0O0001 33*
Ookh 000006 ©0 0006 © ©il
00 0098 ©0 0095 ' ©0 0003 5.3*
o M 0ol265 0oX2^8 000017 1.3*
0„464 0«29*H 0o29XX 000030 1.0*
Go^7 Oo8^5B 0o8^50 ©o©008 0.9*
0o W 2o695© 2o6955 ©00005 0.02*
0o49 3o W 9 3o%482 0O0O31 0.09*
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TABLE 4~b0 Values of the overall relative error Rg for some sample 
points on the interval 0 ^ x < 0 . 5  in. after one step; 
t * 10**̂  hr.; A t  * 5 x 10“^ hr*
X A t. _an A tnum Error Relative Err
0 0 0.0001 0.0001 «...
0.10 0 0.0001 0.0001 —
0.20 0 0.0001 0.0001 —
Qo30 0 0.0001 0.0001 —
0.35 0 0.0001 0.0001 —
0*40 0 0.0001 0.0001
0.41 0 0.0001 0.0001 —
0.42 0 0.0001 0.0001
0,43 0 0.0001 0.0001 —
0.44 0.0002 0.0003 0.0001 500
0.4505 0.0055 0.00555 0.00005 0.90
0.46 0.0626 0.0624 0.0002 0.330
0.4? 0.4213 0.4225 0.0012 0.280
0.48 1.3482 1.3478 0.0004 0.030
0.49 1.7272 1.7241 0.0031 0.180
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TABLE ̂ c« Values of the overall relative error Rg for some sample 
points on the interval 0 ̂  x<£ ©<>5© ia* after one step? 
t m 1©“^ hr»$ A t  s 10~^ hr*
X A tntam Error Relative Err«
0 0 0*0001 0*0001 QO
0*1 0 0*0001 0*0001 00
0*2 0 0.0001 0*0001 OC3
0 *3 0 0*0001 0*0001 do
0.35 0 0*0001 0.0001 00
0.40 0 0.0001 0*0001 00
0*41 0 0*0001 0*0001 069
0*42 0 0*0001 0*0001 cam
0*43 0 0.0001 0*0001 00
0.44 0 0.0001 0*0001 ae
0*45 0*0009 0.0010 0*0001 11.15s
0*46 0*0125 0*0125 0 058
0*462 0*0192 0.0194 0*0002 1.058
0*4? 0*0841 0*0845 0.0004 0.4858
0.48 0*2697 0*2696 0.0001 0.0358
0.49 0*3463 0*3449 0*0014 0.4058
aSaam
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TABLE 5o Vaises... of. the. ©verall relative 
0 Go 5 itto at t a 3 32 1©”^
© M W  R2
hr® aaad
©n the interval 
for A t  B 5 x XG~9 hr®
X A T mam Error Relative Error
0 Go38X GoG^GO GoG©X9 5*
OoOX n 00 00 tt
0o02 tt tt 90 to
G0G3 to tt 00 tt
0®0** tt Of to 90
OoO 5 99 09 00 tt
Q®©6 91 tt 90 00
Go©?. Of Of 90 ft
Go 08 tt 90 90 tt
0o09 tt 90 90 9t
GoXG it to 09 90
OoXX 99 00 tt 90
0oX2 90 90 00 99
0ol3 00 90 to 00
GoX^ •« 09 00 tt
0oX5 n 90 00 to
O0X6 tt 90 00 tt
OoX? ft 99 00 to
O0X8 to 00 90 It
0oX 9 tt 00 ft tt











x A t A t Error Relative Erroran mm *
0o23 Go0381 0o0400 0.0019 5$
0.24 n tt tt tt
0.26 tt tt tt tt
0.2? tt n tt tt
0.28 tt tt tt w
G029 tt tt tt tt
Go 30 tt tt t» tt
Go 31 tt tt » n
0.32 tt tt n tt
Oo33 tt tt n tt
0.34 tt t« tt h
Oo35 tt 0.0410 0.0029 7.556
O o36 tt 0.0421 0.0040 10.556
Go 365 tt 0o0446 0.006? 17.556
Oo37 tt 0o©463 0.0082 21.556
0.375 Go0383 00 0482 0.0099 26$
G.38 tt ©00505 0.O122 3256
0.385 Go@384 0.0530 0.0146 3856
0.39 00 0389 0.0559 0.0170 ^3.556
0.392 0.0393 0.0570 0.0177 5̂56
0.394 Go0401 0.0583 0.0182 <<•5.556
0.396 o,o4ix 00 0597 0.0186 *556
0.398 0.0428 0.061? 0.0189 4456
0.40 0.0452 0.0648 0.0196 ^ 3.556
T 1053
TABLE 5



































































x A^an A T num Error Relative Error Rg
0*440 9.0509 9.0916 0.0093 0.158
$•441 10.3903 10,>3787 0.0116 0.1158
0*442 11.9055 11.8916 0.0139 O.1258
0*443 13.6161 13.5999 0.0162 O.I258
0*444 15.5429 15.5242 0.0187 O.I258
0*445 17.7080 17.6872 0.0208 0.1258
0*446 20.1364 20.1132 0.0232 O.I258
0.44? 22.8539 22.8277 0.0257 O.II58
0*448 25.8862 25.8582 0.0280 0.1158
0*449 29.2639 29.2339 0.0305 0.1058
0*450 33.0165 32.9838 0.0327 o.iog
0*451 37.1760 37.1906 0.0359 0.1058
0*452 91.7791 91.7365 0.0376 0.0955
0*453 96.8950 96.8097 0.0903 0.0958
0*454 52.9216 52.3788 0.0928 0.0858
0.455 58.5380 58.9926 0.0959 0.0858
0*456 65.2269 65.1789 0.0980 0.0758
0.457 72.5205 72.9695 0.0510 0.0758
0.458 80.9489 80.3999 0.0590 0.0658
0*459,
0.460 \
89.0377 88.9805 0.0572 0.0658
98.3119 98.2509 0.0605 0.0658
V
o.46i 108.2879 108.2233 0.0691 0.0658
0.462 118.9777 118.9097 0.0680 0.0658
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APPENDIX lo Analytical Solution
A» Laplace°g Transform of the partial differential equation Is
~  o r  -s'2 '
2 t
M  m ( j £ i  _T p
1) .Tgansfomiation of :.tfae .left aside of ...I .with .respect to t
L O i
L K D t
r° °  -r>+_2 1 e"pt dt
M  3t
l / ^ I  1 indicate® the Laplace9s Transform of 3  T « 
K.’dt) 3t






dll a  <=>P © “^  d t







T ©“P* dt * -T(0, x) + p L(I)
to t
^ ™ 2  - BT)ax Id
2
CX L(™f) - |3L(T).
■(■U) 'oO-iL-l ©“Pt dt roo'o 3x2 3x2 ̂ T e"P^ dtO
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Appendix I (eontd 
3̂  Tran
■T(o9 x) +  p L(T) =>0< BL(T)
or (X C)x2 B +  p) L(T) - -T(o, x)
The transformed equation eaa be written as an ordinary linear 
second order differential equation with constant coefficients*
( p + p) L * T̂(o, x)
Solation..o.f. the transformed equation
The equation can be solved by the usual method of the com- 
plementary,. solution followed by the variation of the parameters*
It is the solution of the homogeneous equations 




The solution is of the forms
L - A(p, x) e“xV ^ -  + B(p, x) e*
A and B are variable coefficients* functions of p and X* They 
can be determined fey the use of the boundary conditions in the 
"method of variation of parameters®1* This method, yields 
complete solution of the transformed equation*
in the transformed equation yields*
63
Appendix I (o@ntd<
The integration between o and x9 where s is a ndwwy* variable yields 8
B f(s9 o)e V §(' ds + C(p)
z \ f W W
T(ss, o)e! ds + D(p)
e) Use and initial conditions
A d±stimet±©m must be made in the determination of
A and B ©arnsed bgr the step-shape of the initial temper-*
attire distributions
* ©) « 3000 P for x <  ~
T(s9 ©) » 0@F for ̂ ^ 2
1) for x <. |>
P)
r *  \ [ Me“s VoF ds + C(p ) .-Vi?




After siaplifieatAeia aad integration it yields
L(xs ISSSLp+B
\la&X y^jfr = e-x i w y \fs±iC e ^  V « f + D e rtX V «
2) for x >> 2 *
The integrals / T(s9 e) e and I f(s9 o) es ds
o
mmst be split in two parts % for imstameeg
T(s9 @)@“s v ^  ' ds « T(s9 o')©”® V S F d s  +/ T(s9 o)©°s
1/2
ds + 0
Them̂  after integration and simplifi ©atiom it yields s
x ,(x 9 p )  =  1 * L© 4s
=>X 4* 0.(*-*)
+ C eX Y‘̂ r + D e“*
- e
X .m Q
r_2i■a* ©am be expressed in terns of the transform as s ®
D
when, x goes .to .infinity
Hie expression of L(x 9 p) £©r.x^>f when x gets very




►  ® ©an be expressedX=m=̂ , OO
x?ri * CDO 
must be zero to counteract
Appendix I (e@ntd0)
d ) Expression o f the solution ©f the transformed equation
L(x, p) = IS ia  T z  -  .-« *♦ *>  i W  .p 4> B L,
fo r  x >
L(x» P) p 4>
B* Inversion o f
The Tables ©f Inversion given in  Mideley, Sherwood and Heed
(1957) were used t© in v e rt the previous solution* Also use was made
®1o f the S h ift Hieorem which states th a t i f  L (x , p) resu lts in  the 
inversion of. L(x9 p )9 e“ P^ (x9 p) w il l  re s u lt in  the inversion
L(x9 p+B ) where a constant* Therefore^
fo r  x <  k
T(x, t ) =150© e r f © / 4. ©r f c /  4-^-2. \  4
■ \ zw r j  v ^ r ) 1
e - p





After simplification it ̂ fields;
T(x„ t) = 1500 e" Ist erf/ + erf,2v o t t v  v 2m y
for x "> £
T(x, t) = 1300 e“ erf©
. U'/oTt“.
erfe/ iL+i
This eaa be written if it is notioed that for x S. ■§•
x ~ is negative and o rd  ° °eri/x ? j
«^Tt7 w R T /
T(x, t) * 1500 e" P erfr j u ^ \ +erJ/ L ^ x. xzVSTV W  oe t
For axgr value of xi
r(x, t )  =  1 5 0 0  ® ”  r t
1 1653
APPENDIX II 
Programs in 160~A FORTRAN languageo
68
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APPENDIX II. Analytical Solution
REa D 1010,DELTa X*DELTa T* aLPHa *BETa *NX,NT
1010
1011
F0RMa T< 4f 10.0*2i5 ) 
FORMAT <2e 16.8)
X = 0.30DO 21,J=i>Nx
PRINT toil ' X
T = 0 . 000016
DO 20 1 = 1 # N T
DEN = 2*S0RTF( a l p h a *t )
Y = (X + 0 .5 )/DEN
Z = (0.5-X )/DEN ^
CALL ERF(U, Y )
CALL ERF<V*Z)






IF (ARG) 20*25*30 ..... . ." .... .
30 FACTORsl








L T A = 1/( 1*P*ARU )
SIGMA = (Al*ETA )♦(A2*ETA**2)♦<A3*ETA**3)♦( A4*ETA**4)♦( A5*ETA**5 )
“VALUE = ( i-SIGMA*( 2/SQRrrrPI ) )'*ET<PF<-ARG**2 ) )*( F ACTOR )
RETURN
20 f a c t o r =-i
ARG--ARG >
GO TO 32 \ ...
25 V ALUE = 0
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APPENDIX II (contd.) Comparison of the convection and conduction terms
at t = 1 0  hro for 0 <^x <C0.5 in.
DIMENSION X( 7o ) ,Y< 70 >,COND( 7q ),CONV( 7Q )
100
READ l o 0'a l p h a  * b e t a >n 
FORM a TC2F10,0 * I 5 )
' 101 
102
FORM a T<7f 10 • 0 ) 
F0RMAT(3F20.7 )
103 fORMAKlHl//////////)
READ 101*(X(J ),J = 2 , 6 9 )
READ 101»<Y(J ),J = 2*N)
• Y( 1 ) = Y< 3 )
DO 20 0 J = 2 > 5
200 COND(J>=7950*<Y<J+1)*Y(J-1)-2*Y(J)>
COND(6) = 79.5*<100*(Y(7)-Y(6))-iO*(Y(6)-Y(-5)))/0 .0,55
C0ND(7) = 795000*(Y<8.)^Y(6)-2*Y(7))
C 0 N D (8 > = 795000°^ Y <10) ♦ Y < 7 ) - 2 • Y <8 ) )
C0ND( 9 ) = 3180000*< Y(10 ) ♦ Y (8 )-2* Y(9 ) >
J = 1 0
COND(J ) = 3180000*< < Y(J ♦ 2 ) ♦ Y(J ♦ 3 ) > / 2 ♦ Y(J-1>-2 * Y(J ) )
DO 300 J = 11 >19




DO 500 J = 2 * 6 9
~5~00 CON V ( J ) = -6.353*Y< J )
PRINT 103 
DO 600 J=2,69 

















0.442 0.444 0.446 0 .448 0 .45 0 . 451 0.452
0 . 453 0.454 0.455 ' 0.456 0.457 0 . 458 0 .459
0.46 *'> 0.461 0.462 0 .463 0.464 0 .465 0.466
0 .467 t0 .468 0 .469 0 .47 0.471 0 .472 0.473
0.474 0.475 0.476 0.477 0 .478 0 .479 0-48












2999. 9"8ii ~2 999. 9811 2999.9811 2999.9811 2999.9811 2999.9811 2999 .9811
2999.9811 2999.9809 2999.9809 2999.93o6 2999.9805 2999.9797 2999. 9781
2999.9746 2999.9676 2999.9533 2999 .9251 2999.8710 2999 . 8281 2999. 7696
2999.6907 2999.5845 2999.4429 2999.2548 2999.0068 2996.6819 2998. 2569
2997.7116 299 7.0 0 76 2996.1082 2994.9661 2993.5249 2991.7179 2989. 4661
2986.6777 2983.2465 2979.0508 2973.9526 2967.7962 2960•40 85 2951. 5993
2941 .16U5 29 28.8682 2914.4842 2897.7579 2878.4298 2856.2349 2830 .91)'81""















APPENDIX II (contd.) Calculation of at ^Q s= 10 ^hr for 0.42 <. x <  0.50in.
i
i ̂ i




F 0 R M A T (3 F 2 0 • 9 *
103 F O R M A K 1 H 1 / / / / / / / / / / )
X - 0 • 4 2
T = 0 . 000001
DEN=2*SQRt F(ALPHA*T)
PRINT 103
DO 21 J = l » NX
Z = (0 ,5-X )/DEN
RAT I0 = ( 2*Z o *2-3 )/(2*ALPHA*T )
REL1=-100*((DX1)*»2)*RAT10/12
REL2 = -100*<<DX2 )**2 )*RATI 0/12 -





PRlNT1012> X/DX4,r E l 4
21 X=X+DELTAX
END
0.001 79.5 0*01 0.005 0*0 02 0*001 di
\
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AP PENDIX II (contd.) Numerical solution.
DIMENSION TET a <2^1l9),TETAPI 2/119)
11 FORMA T < 7f 10.0 >
10 FORMAT! 3pl0 . 0/15 )
22 f o r m a k  6F20.9 >
READ i o ,t ,t m a x ,h ,n
READ 11/( TETA( i>J )/J = 2/N )
T L 1M=TMAX>H/2
t p r i n t = t +i o *h
T E T A( 1/1 ) = TETA(1/3 >
PRINT 22/T/( TETA(1/J ),J = l/N )
CALL FNCT<T/TETA/TFTAP,i,N)
T E 1 AP( 1/1 ) = TETAP(1/3 )
PRINT 22/(TETAP(1 ,J )/J = 2/118 )
T = T +H
23 CALL ANVAL (T/TETA(2/119 )/H )
DO 26 J = 2/118
26 TETA(2/J)=TETA(l,J)^HoTETAP(l/J)
I t. t A < 2/1 )=IEIA(2/3) \
CALL FNCT(T/TETA/TETAP/2>N)
TET AP<2 >1 ) = TETAP(2*3 >
IF ( T-TPRINT ) 80/81/81
81 PRINT 22/T/( IETA(2/J )/J = 2/N ) 
TPR I NT = TPRlfvjT + 10*H
GO TO 8 0
8 0 I F (SE NSE SWITCH 4 ) 7777/ 7778
7777 IDMPR = X PDMPF(1 )
7 7 7 8 T = T ♦ H
IF( T-TLIM ) 24/24/25
24 DO 27 J = 1 / N
TETA( 1/J) = TETA(2/J)
27 T E T A P ( i / J ) = T E T A P (2/J)
GO TO 28 \ 
STOP 101025
END
SUBROUTINE ANVAL<T/TEMP/H )0 |ir. . 0 11X
DEN=2*SQRTF(79.50*T)
y = ( X > 0 . 5 )/UEN
Z = ( 0.5-X )/DEN
CALL ERF(U/Y)
CALL ERF(V/Z )
IEm p = 15UU*E x p F < - 6 * 3 5 3 M  )*< U + V )
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE FNCT(Z /Y /D Y /I/N )
DIMENSION Y(2/119>>DY<2/119>
DO 150 J=2/37
T5T3 .0 Y < I / J ) =~7950 0 0 . *TYCr,~J+T )^d>J-fT-'2 + Y ( f7 J > > ~ 6T35 3 * Y < I / J )
U>Y<I,38) = 795000.*<Y<I/40)*Y(I/37)-2*Y<I/38 ))-6.353*Y<I/38)
DO 300 0=39/43
.300 D Y ( I/J) = 3l80000.<,<Y( I /J+i ) + Y< I,J»i )-2*Y( I/J>)-6.353*Y< I/J)
DY(l,44>=3l80Q00.*<(Y(l,46>*Y(I,47> ) / 2 + YT'IT^sT^'Y ( I / 4 4 > >-6.353
l-XLO J. 73
1 *Y( I ,44 )
DO 3 5 0 J = 4 536 3
350 D Y ( I,J)=19875000.*<Y< I/J*i >♦Y< I * J-i >-2* Y< I/-J>)-6.353*Y< I > U >
DT r TV 64 ) ^T~9"8 7 5 0 00 i »( YCT/ 6"6~>«■ Y< I / 63 ) - 2 * Y < T 7 6 4 T > - 6  . 3 5 3 *  Y ( 1 / 6  4')
DO 20 0 0=65/103
2 0 0' D Y riTJ ')“= 7V5~0lT00 0 . o rYTlTJ* 1 )♦ Y< I / J -1 ) - 2 * Y ( 1/ JTT^ 6 . 3 5 3 * Y (ITT)
D Y ( I , 104 ) = 1 98 75000. *(Y( I / 105 WYi I/102 >-2*Y< I/104))-6.3 53*Y< 1/104) 
DO 4 0 0 J = 1 0 5 , 118
400 D y < I/j) = 19875000.*( Y( 1/J*1 > + Y< 1/j-1 )-2*Y< I > J ) )-6.353*Y( I / J )
RETURN
END
s u b r o u t i n e " e r f <v a l u e #aRg >
IF ( a RG ) 20/25/30
3 0 FACT0R=1
32 IF( ARG“4 • 1 ) 35/40/40
33 Ai=. 5 8 3 6 8 5  
A2=“ .25212867 
A 3 = 1 . 2 5 9 69 51 
A4=~i.2878224
P=. 3 2 7 5 9 H
P1=3sl4l5927 ;
E T A = 1 / ( 1-f P * A R G )
S I G M A = ( A1 * ET A ) ♦ ( A 2 9 ETA **2 ) + t A 3 *E T A ** 3 > + ( A 4 * ET A * * 4 > ♦ < A5*ETA**5 ) 
VALUE=<i-SIGMAo(2/S0RTF(PI>>*EXPF<-ARG**2>>*<FACT0R>
. r [7uT n :
20 FACT0R=-1
A R G _ _ A R G  
GO TO 32 





.000001 o.l .000000005 119
“2T 9TTT811 2 9W7~9~811 299979811 2999.9811 2999.9811 2999.9811 2999.9811
2999.9811 2999.9811 2999.9811 2999.9811 2999.9811 2999.9811 2999.9811
2999.9611 2999.9811 2999.9811 2999.9'8ll.2999.98.11 T9'9 9T9 811 2999.9811
2999.9811 2999.9811 2999.9811 2999.981 1 2999.9811 2999.9811 2999.9811
2 W 9 T 9 8 T  1 29T9TT811 29“<T9T98il 2999.9811 2999.9611 2999.9811 2999.9811
2999.9811 2999.9811 2999.9811 2999.9811 2999.98ll 2999.9 8 n  2999.9811
2 W 9 T 9 6 1 1  299'9T98ll 2 9 99T96 ± ± 29^9.9811 2999 . 98ll 2999 . 98l 1 2999.9811 
2999.9811 2999.9811 2999.9811 2999.9811 2999.9811 2999.9811 2999.9811
29"9'9.'T8Tl
2999.9809




“T W T T W l l
2999.9808




2 9"9 9 . 9 '8 0 9 
2999.9802
2999.9797 2999.9790 2999.9781 2999.9767 2999.9746 2999.9718 2999.9676
2999.9616 2999.9533 2999.9415 2999.9251 2999.9Q23 2999.87io 2999.8281
2999.7 696 2999.690 / 2999.5845 2999.4429 2999.2548 2999.0068 2998.6819
2998.2589 2997.7116 2997.0076 2996.1082 2994.9661 2993.5249 2991.7i79
2989•4661 2986.6777 2983.2465 2979.0308 29/3.9526 296o • 4'08"5“ 2941.1603
2914.4842 2878.4298 2830•9o8l 2769.8254 2693.6606 2599.6606 2488. q 8 i 5
2 3 5 8 7 3~6"3 4 2211.2967 2048.6944 18/3.3/35 1689.0252 1499.99Q5
i
APPENDIX IH. Analytical DeterwinaticB ©f Rx
The relative error involved in the approximation of c is 8
Ox2
%
l A , f
a * 2
The analytical solution was need t© get a computable expression 
of R̂ s
T * 1500 e“ (erf(m) +■ erf (v) )








= 1500 e” P t "o*erf
k




C > * e g ffa V -











Appendix III (®©ntdo )
Hence 5
■*l L AxV12 d < T Sl,
=-lT (2m3 - 3u) + e"v (2m3 - »
„2 ! ~“3  'u e + v e
For computation purpose9 use was made of the fact that u and m
22 <=>nwere, much larger than v and v and9 therefore 9 e was neglectable in 
- 2comparison with e~v 0 Then* reduces to 8
This is the value that was msed and programmed for the computer 
(see Appendix II)«
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APPENDIX I Vo Fora of the fini te =di f fe renee method when are considered 
the heat losses by radiation and solidification of the 
weld metal«
Itoo different cases mast be considered because there is solidifi­
cation of metal only in the weld region.
1) 0 x ^  Q»5 in.
The thermal energy balance must be modified as follows t
Conduction in x direction
Heat-Loss by Convection Heat Loss by Radiation
-h (At) (Ax) (1) T - <r (At) (Ax) (1) [ e(T + Mot - » (^60)̂ J
Heat of Solidification Accumulation
-Qg (Ax) (i) (f) (At) - £ cp (Ax) (1) (i) At
where <5" is the "Stefan=Boltzmann constant"
9
e is the **eraissivityw of the weld metal,
a is the **§bsorptivity** of the atmosphere




After dividing by (Ax) (At), rearranging the terns and taking 
the limit of the expression when both A x  and At approach 0, the
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Appendix IV
previous expression yields the following partial differential 
equations
k/ ~S2t 2 r v, t 
Sx2
The same equation is obtained without the term « ̂ rg5
x 3 2t
3*2
h T + G"e (S + 460)^ - <3"a(460)^J =
Remark s The factors e and a would have to be measured or approxi­
mated especially for e which is a function of T* HaM, is often taken 
equal to MeM
Finite^difference expression
For example in the region 0 <  x <  0*5 in*
+ i + j. mj pip [1 i-1 ij1 (Ax)2
2 ^  |\ ^  + (oe + i*6o)4 - <3-a(460)̂ j -
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